
Kit the Kat 

“Life’s a Beach” 

Written By Steve Brady & Glenn Brown 

 

Kit the Kat , wearing a one piece bathing suit and bathing cap, pulls a beach cart onto the 

beach. The cart is filled with all the things you would need for a fun beach party : Blanket, 

boogie board, beach chair, ball, cooler, umbrella, and stereo.  

 

Kit spots a big palm tree and sets up shop for the day. He goes into his cart and pulls out a 

blanket and sets it down. He gets the picnic basket and stereo and sets them down. The sun is 

shinning down on Kit and he is getting pretty hot.  He takes his umbrella out and attempts to 

open it.  It is stuck.  Kit keeps pulling on it till it springs open, and sucks Kit inside the umbrella 

and it quickly closes itself.  We see the umbrella move with Kit’s shape inside till he squeezes 

himself out of the bottom.  Clearly hot and frustrated Kit gets a drink out ( La Croix, Catnip 

flavor?)  opens it and takes a sip. He turns on the radio and we hear surf music. He notices he 

doesn’t have a place to sit and puts his drink down to setup a folding chair.  

 

He gets his chair out of the cart and has trouble popping it open. He tries and it doesn’t move. 

He slowly sets it down in a coy fashion, starts walking away and then quickly turns around and 

tries to open it , like that would matter.  He picks it up and then wacks it up against a tree 3 

times. The third time he hits it , a coconut crab falls out of the tree. It barely misses Kit the Kat, 

but hits the chair and it pops open like magic.  

 

The Coconut crab stares at Kit the Kat. They both blink at each other. The crab then runs over 

to the stereo and changes the music to Latin Dance music. The crab then raises his claws over 

his head and does a crab dance in a circle, almost in a taunting way. Kit hates the music. He 

changes it back to his beach music. The crab blankly stares at him and then quickly crawls back 

up the palm tree. Kit looks at him , he looks at Kit.    

 

The crab is up in the palm tree now, Kit puts his sunglasses on and sits in the chair. Just as he 

gets comfortable, we see the coconut crab snip a coconut and it crashes down, hits the stereo, 

and kills the music. Kit jumps out of the chair.  The crab blinks at Kit the Kat, but Kit is clearly 

annoyed. Kit throws the can of soda at him and it misses. The crab snips a coconut, it falls and 

hits the picnic basket, crushing all his drinks. They spray all over Kit.   

 

Kit the Kat picks up a coconut and granny throws it up into the palm tree where it hits the branch 

the crab is on and he falls down into the sand where he makes a crab shaped hole. We see a 

the crab just under the surface of the sand ( like a mole in caddyshack) , he makes his way 

towards Kit with one claw sticking out like a shark (Jaws music playing in the background) and 

then he pops up out of the sand where he stares and blinks at Kit and then raises his claws and 

does the crab dance in a circle again. Kit is very unamused. The crab is mocking him.  

 

The crab’s back is to the ocean. Kit is staring at him and from behind the crab , he sees a big 

wave coming. Kit starts to grin.  The wave gets bigger and crashes, coming on shore and goes 



up past the crab, past Kit. Water is heading back out to sea, past their ankles. It takes all of Kit’s 

beach stuff : sunglasses, picnic basket, and blanket, umbrella. It doesn’t take Kit out to sea,  but 

as the wave recedes back into the ocean the Coconut crab jumps into the picnic basket and it 

goes out into the ocean. The crab still stares at Kit. Kit watches sadly as his stuff gets taken out 

into the water, as he does he sees that the crab has found Kits sandwich inside the picnic 

basket. He takes a bite, put his claws up over his head and dances in a circle, still clearly 

mocking Kit the Kat. Kat defeated, he sits down under the palm tree, we hear a rustle above him 

and then we see a coconut fall and hit him right on the top of the head.  

 

The End. 
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